Machine learning of microbial interactions using Abductive ILP and Hypothesis Frequency/Compression Estimation
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Abstract. Interaction between species in microbial communities plays an important role in the functioning of all ecosystems, from cropland soils to human gut microbiota. Many statistical approaches have been proposed to infer these interactions from microbial abundance information. However, these statistical approaches have no general mechanisms for incorporating existing ecological knowledge in the inference process. We propose an Abductive / Inductive Logic Programming (A/ILP) framework to infer microbial interactions from microbial abundance data, by including logical descriptions of different types of interaction as background knowledge in the learning. This framework also includes a new mechanism for estimating the probability of each interaction based on the frequency and compression of hypotheses computed during the abduction process. This is then used to identify real interactions using a bootstrapping, re-sampling procedure. We evaluate our proposed framework on simulated data previously used to benchmark statistical interaction inference tools. Our approach has comparable accuracy to SparCC, which is one of the state-of-the-art statistical interaction inference algorithms, but with the advantage of including ecological background knowledge. Our proposed framework opens up the opportunity of inferring ecological interaction information from diverse ecosystems that currently cannot be studied using other methods.
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1 Introduction

Networks of interactions between species of microbes are believed to drive many of the biological functions that determine effects as diverse as soil health, crop
growth, and plant and human disease. Next generation sequencing of DNA samples taken from microbial communities can produce lists of those species present and metrics for their abundance, by treating the number of each sequence type in the sample either as absolute or relative counts. Inferring networks from these data could yield important results, improving our ability to manage these systems and issues [19]. For example, learning interactions of competition or predation of a disease-causing microbial agent could be used to identify species for biological control, and the chemistry that is involved could lead to the development of new drugs [10]. Current approaches to reconstructing ecological networks of interaction between microbial species use statistical learning to infer the presence of an interaction via correlation. Human experts subsequently interpret whether the correlation indicates an interaction between the two correlated microbial species, such as competition or predation.

Abductive/Inductive Logic Programming (A/ILP) was previously used to automatically generate plausible and testable food webs from ecological census data [17]. The approach in Tamaddoni-Nezhad et al. (2012) [17] also included a probabilistic approach, called Hypothesis Frequency Estimation (HFE) for estimating probabilities of hypothetical trophic links based on their frequency of occurrence when randomly sampling the hypothesis space. Through a review of the literature, it was found that many of the learned trophic links are corroborated by the literature. In particular, links ascribed with high probability by machine learning are shown to correspond well with those having multiple references in the literature. In some cases novel, high probability links were suggested, some of which were subsequently tested and confirmed in empirical studies [18].

In this paper we extend the A/ILP and HFE approaches in Tamaddoni-Nezhad et al. (2012) [17] for the purpose of learning microbial interactions. We will describe the existing context on interaction inference, detail the A/ILP based inference method and evaluate this method with a benchmark dataset. We also compare our results with SparCC, which is a state-of-the-art statistical interaction inference algorithm.

2 Background and related work

Microbial ecologists have clear criteria for interactions between species that can readily be transcribed into logical statements. In effect, past or ongoing interactions between two microbial species will have led to changes in the abundance of one or both species. Conceptually, therefore, two species might have undergone or might be undergoing an interaction if there is some pattern to the changes of the two species across a data-set. Thus, if one of the species always increases or decreases in abundance in the presence of the other, microbial ecologists might hypothesize an interaction between the two species. The ecological mechanisms of these interactions, along with their expected changes in abundance of the two species, have previously been described in Derocles et al. (2018) [3] as shown in Table 1.
### Table 1. Type of interactions in function of the changes in abundance [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of interaction</th>
<th>Effect on Specie1 abundance</th>
<th>Effect on Specie2 abundance</th>
<th>Nature of interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutualism</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>Mutual benefits of the species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>Down</td>
<td>Down</td>
<td>Species have negative effect on each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predation/Parasitism</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>Down</td>
<td>Parasite develops at the expense of the host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commensalism</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Specie1 benefits while Specie2 is not affected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amensalism</td>
<td>Down</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Specie2 has a negative effect on Specie1, but Specie2 is not affected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper we extend the A/ILP approach in Tamaddoni-Nezhad et al. (2012) [17] with logical statements for putative microbial interactions included as background knowledge, to infer ecological interactions directly, with less or even without the intervention of humans at the interpretation step. This direct approach would be particularly valuable for reconstructing microbial networks in previously unstudied ecosystems where human knowledge for interpretation may effectively be non-existent (Figure 1).

In this paper we also extend the Hypothesis Frequency Estimation (HFE) approach introduced in Tamaddoni-Nezhad et al. (2012) [17]. Microbial ecologists rely on statistical probability estimates, typically at the conventional 5% significance level, to evaluate the importance of a correlational link between any two microbial species [15]. Most ILP approaches, including HFE rely on coverage based measures such as ‘compression’ for selecting hypotheses.

The problem we try to address here is whether compression can be evaluated within a statistical framework that meets the needs of microbial ecologists, to a degree that might be sufficient to convince them of the statistical importance and veracity of any learned interaction. In particular, we explore an extension of HFE where both the frequency and the compression of the hypotheses are considered within an statistical framework.

Benchmarking statistical learning approaches for inferring correlational links have used simulated data-sets. For example, Weiss et al. (2016) [21] produced simulated microbial data-sets to benchmark the ability of different statistical methods, such as SparCC [7] and CoNet [6], to detect different interaction types via correlation. In this paper we use the method of Weiss et al. [21] to simulate ecological-like replicated data-sets of interactions, of given interaction strengths. We then use ILP to evaluate the presence of the simulated interactions, as a known set of expectations. Our specific goals are to: determine the most sensitive parameter of compression for recovering an interaction, given a discrete number of permutations; and, evaluate the probabilistic significance of the compression parameter using a form of bootstrapping.
Fig. 1. Description of the interaction inference process. Microbial communities are shaped by the interaction between their members. DNA sequencing together with bioinformatic processes allow to estimate the abundance of the different microbes present in the communities. Using the abundance information from different communities as training examples, and the rules of interaction as background knowledge, it is possible to infer an interaction network that generalizes the interactions between microbes.

3 Methods

3.1 Logical description of microbial interactions

A microbial interaction can be defined as a conserved effect on the abundance of one microbial species caused by the presence of another microbial species. Thus, the aim of the abductive procedure is to infer interactions, following ecological theory to explain the observed changes in the abundance of the species. To do this, the first step is to reflect the abundance changes between communities of each species using logical statements, following the form: abundance(C1, C2, S1, Dir). Here C1 and C2 symbolize two different community samples where species S1 is present and Dir the change in direction of abundance. To calculate the change in direction, the abundances of a species in the two different samples are compared using a Pearson Chi-square test. The test uses the total, summed abundance of all species in a community as the total population and checks the independence of the abundances of the species between the two samples. Where the species counts are found to be independent an abundance change is deemed to exist. An increase is symbolized as an up (↑) and a decrease as a down (↓). Where the species abundances are not independent between the two samples, a no abundance change condition is symbolized as zero (0). The presence of each species is also converted to logical clauses with the structure: presence(C1, S2, yes/no) where C1 refers to a sample community, S2 to a species and yes/no describes if S2 is present in C1 or not.
The abundance change and presence logical statements are used as observations in an abduction process conducted using the A/ILP system Progol 5.0 [12]. The effect on species abundances, either up or down, is described as the change in abundance of one species, \( S_1 \), due to a second species, \( S_2 \), when they co-occur in a community, \( C_2 \). To ensure that the change is caused by \( S_2 \) it is necessary to evaluate the abundance changes observed in communities where only \( S_2 \) is present, \( C_1 \), to communities where both co-occur, \( C_2 \).

\[
\text{abundance}(C_1, C_2, S_1, \text{up}) : - \\
\text{presence}(C_2, S_2, \text{yes}), \\
\text{presence}(C_1, S_2, \text{no}), \\
\text{effect}_{\text{up}}(S_2, S_1).
\]

\[
\text{abundance}(C_1, C_2, S_1, \text{down}) : - \\
\text{presence}(C_2, S_2, \text{yes}), \\
\text{presence}(C_1, S_2, \text{no}), \\
\text{effect}_{\text{down}}(S_2, S_1).
\]

Progol5.0 uses a standard covering algorithm to conduct the abduction process where each observation is generalised using a multi-predicate search. This search is carried out over all the predicates associated with ‘modeh’ declarations, or abducible predicates, \( \text{effect}_{\text{up}} \) and \( \text{effect}_{\text{down}} \). These two abducible predicates limit the possible variations in abundance that a species can experience due to the effect of another species. The search for the best hypotheses is guided by an evaluation function called ‘compression’ which is defined as follows:

\[
f = p - (c + n)
\]

where \( p \) is the number of observations (training examples) correctly explained by the hypothesis (positive examples), \( n \) is the number incorrectly explained (negative examples) and \( c \) is the length of the hypothesis (in this study, always 1 because the hypothesis is a single fact).

At the end of the abduction process, a list of ground hypotheses with the form \( \text{effect}_{\text{up/down}}(S_2, S_1) \) is returned, each hypothesis being supported by a compression value \( f \). Implementations of A/ILP usually consider hypotheses with positive compression values. However, compression also offers a quantitative measure of information that can be used to discriminate between true and false interactions. For this purpose, first it is necessary to normalize compression values to a common scale. This is because while some species may not be present in all communities due their different random distribution. It is also possible that negative interactions reduce the abundance of a species to zero. Hence, each species will experience uneven combinations of abundance change mechanisms that require normalization. The normalization is performed using the logarithmic co-occurrence/occurrence ratio of the interacting species.
For an interaction between S1 and S2 to exist, there must be a consistent and constant effect, either up or down, on at least one of the species over all communities. Hence, we use the probabilistic estimator $I$ supporting the interaction between S2 and S1 as defined below:

$$I_{S2,S1} = |f_{up}(S2, S1) - f_{down}(S2, S1)|$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Compression is dependent on the order in which abundance clauses used as observations are supplied, due to the predicate search process that uses observations as seeds. To obtain reliable compression values, it is necessary to perform the inference several times, permuting randomly the order of examples to obtain different sampling of the hypothesis space. The permutation process will produce a set of possible effects and a corresponding compression value for each pair of species. Effects can be present in all the samples of the hypothesis space or just one part. Thus, it is necessary to define an approach to use the output of the abduction process, after sampling the hypothesis space, as a probabilistic measure. The HFE approach [17] estimates probabilities for hypothetical links in ecological networks, based on their frequency of occurrence when randomly sampling the hypothesis space. In this approach, the compression value was not taken into account to obtain a probabilistic measure of interaction. We propose a different method here that extends HFE to compute a probabilistic estimator $I$ from the values of compression values $f$. In place of using the frequency of hypotheses with positive compression over all re-samples, here a function $func$ is applied to the $f$ values to obtain an estimator $I$ which summarizes the information contained in all the samples.

$$I_{S2,S1} = |func(f_{up}(S2, S1)_{1,...,n}) - func(f_{down}(S2, S1)_{1,...,m})|$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

In the experiments in this paper, we examined the following $func$ functions to obtain the estimator, $I$:

- **Frequency** = HFE is computed for each effect.
- **Independent permutations** = Where there is more than one compression value in a permutation, the sum is computed. Maximum values for each interaction among all permutations are retained.
- **Maximum** = Compression values from all permutations are pooled. Then, maximum compression is selected for each effect.
- **Sum** = Compression values from all permutations are pooled. Then, compression is summed for each effect.

### 3.2 Bootstrapping

Having a probabilistic measure of the likelihood of an interaction is critical for ecologists to interpret the networks resulting from interaction inference. This should allow the selection of those interactions that are realistic and might then be tested in cost- and time-expensive laboratory experiments. The most intuitive selection method would establish a threshold for the estimator value. However,
most of the ecological systems where A/ILP interaction inference could help are poorly described and there are no references to guide selection of such a threshold [15].

It is a common assumption that the interaction networks shaping microbial communities are sparse. This means that the number of interactions of each species is only a small fraction of the total set of interactions that are possible. Thus, where the estimator value of the observed interactions, $I$, is greater than the values of non-existing interactions, it is possible to assess the statistical significance of an interaction using a bootstrapping procedure. Statistical bootstrapping is a method of re-sampling a dataset to create new simulated datasets [4]. Let $d$ be all the compression values for effect up and effect down, involving at least one of the potential interacting species $S_1$ and $S_2$, the real final estimator value, $I_0$, is obtained by applying equation 4 to $n$ compression values that support an effect up of $S_2$ on $S_1$ and $m$ compression values that supports and effect down of $S_2$ on $S_1$. The bootstrapping procedure re-samples compression values in $d$ to obtain two new sets of values $d^{up*}$ and $d^{down*}$ of $n$ and $m$ lengths, respectively. Then, an alternative estimator value $I_a$ is obtained applying equation 4 to $d^{up*}$ and $d^{down*}$. If the re-sampling process is repeated $B$ times, a pseudo p-value can be computed for the potential interaction between $S_1$ and $S_2$ averaging the simulated values $I_a$ that are bigger than $I_0$ [11].

$$I_0 = |func(f_{up}(S_2, S_1)_{1,...,n}) - func(f_{down}(S_2, S_1)_{1,...,m})|$$

$$I_a = |func(d_{1}^{up*}) - func(d_{1}^{down})|$$

$$p - value = \sum_{b=1}^{B} \{(I_{ab} \geq I_0)\}/B$$

3.3 Simulated data-sets

The aim of ILP based network inference is to use logical descriptions of interactions to detect and classify those interactions between species as a function of the ecological mechanism that drives them. Hence, a simulation model to generate test-datasets should follow the different ecological mechanisms that they are simulating [5]. Information required for network inference is structured in tables, where each row contains the information for a species and each column contains the information for a microbial community. Each cell summarizes the count of individuals of each species in each community (abundance). Weiss et al. (2016) [21] proposed a simulation model to create computer-generated tables including the effects of ecological-like, linear interactions. The model uses the log-normal distribution to simulate the abundance of non-interacting species in a set of microbial communities or samples. The log-normal distribution has been shown to appropriately model the abundance distributions of microbial communities [16]. Interactions are then introduced by modifying the abundance of species in accordance with the different ecological mechanisms [5]. For any two species, say $S_1$ and $S_2$, the abundance modifications only happen in communities where the
species co-occur. The abundance modification is based on the effect that S2 has on S1. If the effect is positive, the abundance of S1 increases as a function of the abundance of S2, modulated by a strength of the interaction. If the effect is negative, the abundance of S1 is decreased following a similar mechanism. In the case that the interaction affects both species, their abundance is modified in parallel.

Using the method proposed in Weiss et al. (2016) [21] we generated three tables containing the abundances of 16 pairs of interacting species in 100 communities. The tables were simulated using interactions of different strength values (2, 3 and 5), and four different ecological mechanisms: amensalism, commensalism, competition and mutualism [3].

3.4 Compositionality and bias

Modern sequencing technologies allow us to recover information about microbial communities from samples of environmental DNA. As noted in Section 1, the number of times that a DNA sequence from a species is ‘read’ in a sample can be used as a measure of abundance or count. A sequencer can only read a limited number of sequences in a sample, and these are shared amongst species, imposing a compositional bias on the data [9]. Thus, to generate ecological-like microbial tables it is necessary to re-introduce compositionality into the simulated data-sets. To do this, we normalized the sequencing depth as probabilities in a multinomial distribution and then sampled the distribution to obtain the simulated counts across a common sequencing depth.

4 Experimental evaluation

The performance of the A/ILP based microbial inference (Figure 2) is evaluated using the computer-generated datasets. First, it is tested the number of samples of the hypothesis space and the different functions used to obtain the I statistic. Then the best setting found in the first experiment is used to assess the performance of the bootstrapping procedure compared with a threshold for I and SparCC. The simulated data and the code used to perform the experimental evaluation have been included in a public repository1.

4.1 Experiment 1

**Null Hypothesis 1:** Using the estimator I as defined in (4) using different functions does not lead to higher accuracy over the frequency-based approach HFE for predicting microbial interactions.

1 https://github.com/didacb/Machine-learning-of-microbial-interaction
Materials and Methods: The three computer-generated tables described in section 2.1, computed using the methodology of Weiss et al. (2016) [21], are used to test the performance of functions used to obtain the estimators. 100 abductions of possible effects are performed for each table. The observations produced from the tables are randomly permuted at each execution. The logical description of effect is used as background knowledge. Then the estimators are obtained using the different functions described previously.

Since the interactions that drive the abundances of the computer-generated tables are known, it is possible to treat interaction inference as a classification problem. Interactions can be classified between existing and non-existing and the estimator values obtained using the different functions are the classification accuracy. Thus, the area under the curve (AUC) of the true positive rate against the false positive rate (ROC curve) can be used as a measure of performance. AUC is computed for all functions at n permutations = 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50. An ANOVA test is performed together with a Tuckey’s range test to assess the significance of differences of AUC values between all functions.

Results and Discussion: AUC values for the different methodologies to obtain estimators and number of permutations are displayed in Figure 3. As expected, values of AUC increase as the number of permutations used for the inference increases. These stabilize at around n = 50 permutations. AUC values are similar where the strength of interaction is reduced, being significantly lower at the highest strength. This can be explained by the low performance of the logical model.
Fig. 3. Area under the ROC curve values (AUC) obtained using different number of permutations. Each plot shows the AUCs obtained inferring interactions of different strengths. Each line represents a method used to obtain the estimators. Error bars show the standard deviation of the means.
in describing the specific case of a negative interaction reducing the abundance of a given species to 0, the likelihood of which increases with stronger interactions. This ecological process, called exclusion, greatly reduces the co-occurrence between species and, as a consequence, the information available to infer an interaction. Maximum compression used to obtain $I$ is the metric that gives the highest values of AUC, for any given number of permutations and interaction strengths. HFE, Sum and independent permutations have similar AUC values at strength 2 and 5 while the independent permutation method performs best at strength 3. The ANOVA shows that all functions have significantly different AUC values, except independent permutations and HFE at strength 2. Consequently, the null hypothesis can be rejected because the method using the maximum compression values to obtain $I$ performs better than HFE in all cases.

4.2 Experiment 2

Null Hypothesis 2: The bootstrapping procedure described in Sec 3.2 leads to lower accuracy compared to the optimal threshold and other statistical methods for interaction inference.

Materials and Methods: The Bootstrapping procedure is conducted using the three computer generated tables used in the preceding experiment. The procedure uses the maximum compression to obtain the $I$ estimator. Two different bootstrapping techniques are evaluated: ordinary and strata. Ordinary bootstrapping performs the bootstrapping independently on all compression values while the strata method constrains the bootstrapping to compression values by effect. Interactions with p value $< 0.05$ are considered to exist. Bootstrapping accuracy is compared with the accuracy of prediction using an optimal threshold for $I$ estimator. The optimal threshold metric is obtained automatically from the ROC curves of the preceding test using the pROC R package best threshold method [14]. To have a reference for comparing the performance of A/ILP inferring interactions, the interaction inference was also performed using SparCC [7], a widely used statistical inference tool. The process was performed using the FastSpar 1.0 implementation [20] with default parameters.

Results and Discussion: Accuracy measures are displayed in Table 2. Ordinary bootstrap presents better accuracy than strata bootstrap at strength = 2 and 3, while strata performs better at strength = 5. However, ordinary bootstrap allows the detection of a larger number of true positives in contrast to strata. We believe this to be the better option to use for detecting interactions, therefore. In all cases bootstrap accuracy is higher than the optimal threshold accuracy. Bootstrapped A/ILP sensitivity values are significantly lower than SparCC at all strengths. However, the specificity values are slightly higher. Thus, SparCC has a greater number of false positives, while A/ILP generates a higher number of false negatives. This produces similar accuracy measures for SparCC and bootstrapped A/ILP, independent of the interaction strength. We therefore reject the null hypothesis.
Table 2. Performance of estimator bootstrapping compared with optimal threshold obtained from the ROC curve and SparCC. The three datasets used for the interaction inference have 16 real interactions over 496 possible interactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strength 2</th>
<th>Strength 3</th>
<th>Strength 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimal threshold</td>
<td>Ordinary Bootstrap</td>
<td>Strata Bootstrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Discussion and conclusion

This work proposes a framework to infer ecological-like microbial interactions that allows us to use abundance information and descriptions of interactions as logic statements for obtaining a probabilistic measure of the significance of a given interaction, based on compression values. By using logical descriptions of interactions, microbial ecologists can apply their knowledge not only to the interpretation of results but also to the inference process itself.

Tamaddoni-Nezhad et al. (2013) [18] showed how the introduction of ecological expertise (in the form of background knowledge) to the interaction inference can lead to interesting results for invertebrate food webs, and we believe that the work presented here will facilitate similar results for microbial networks.
Interactions between species can be driven by different mechanisms, thus it is necessary to obtain a common quantitative measure of these interactions for appropriate ecological interpretation. Statistical relation learning (SRL) has been used to obtain quantitative measures using ILP-like representations and inference [8]. However, most of the cases where SRL has been used requires probabilistic data, where each observation has an associated probability. However, the observations obtained from NGS data are purely deterministic; a species is either present or not in a given community, and its abundance in this community is also an invariable number. Other authors have proposed different methods to perform probabilistic approaches to deterministic data, such as using a binary matrix obtained from a deterministic process to obtain a support vector machine [1]. The idea of using compression as a probabilistic estimation was also used by Bryant et al. (2001) [2] in their implementation of ASE-Progol. ASE-Progol uses compression to select between contradictory candidate hypothesis. Tamaddoni-Nezhad et al. (2012) [17] developed the Hypothesis Frequency Estimation approach for sampling and estimating the probability of abductive hypotheses. We extended this idea to use the value of compression as a measure for estimating the likelihood of any given interaction. To do this, it is necessary to sample the hypothesis space enough times to ensure that the distribution of compression values obtained for each interaction is representative of all the possible values. Our first experiment showed that a re-sampling of 50 times is enough in a setting involving 32 species and 50 communities, given that the AUC values obtained using a larger sampling were not significantly different. This experiment also showed that retaining the maximum compression values among all hypothesis space samples has greater accuracy than using the HFE, or the other numeric metrics of compression tested, independent of the strength of interactions. This is consistent with the predicate search algorithm of Progol5.0 which selects the hypothesis with the maximum compression from all possible hypotheses [13]. Lastly, it is important to note that the AUC values decreased in all cases where the interactions were strong enough to cause exclusion [3]. In future applications of A/ILP-based interaction inference, it will be important to incorporate logical rules describing exclusion in the learning.

Bootstrapping is a statistic technique used in many areas of knowledge discovery. It has also been applied in statistical inference of interactions [7]. We showed that the bootstrapping procedure has better accuracy values than the optimal thresholds obtained using ROC curves. Thus, it is possible to use this procedure for real data, where the interactions are unknown and the ROC curves cannot be used. Even though bootstrapping offers good accuracy and specificity measures, the sensitivity of inference is insufficient to detect all true interactions. As noted previously, this is in part related to the effect of interaction-derived exclusion of one or both species. It is also due to a restrictive effect of the bootstrapping procedure. Where the bootstrapping is constrained by the effect of abundance, leading to a low number of examples, the sensitivity is low. It is expected that, in real cases where each species interacts with more than one species providing more high compression values for the bootstrapping, the sensitivity will increase.
Weiss et al. (2016) [21] used their method of generate ecological-like datasets, as described in section 3.3, to benchmark many of these interaction inference tools. Comparing the results obtained by SparCC in Weiss et al. (2016) [21] and in this work, a reduction in the number of interacting species reduced specificity and increased sensitivity. However the accuracy values remained similar. A/ILP inference using bootstrap obtained accuracy measures in the same range as SparCC, using the same computer-generated data. This accuracy can be further improved by expanding the range of logical descriptions to other ecological effects and interactions, such as exclusion. Also, it makes it possible to include other sources of biological and ecological information from existing databases as background knowledge.

Our work shows that A/ILP can be used to infer ecological interactions accurately from computer-generated datasets, using an estimator obtained from compression as a numeric measure of interaction and a bootstrap procedure to detect true interactions. Hence, A/ILP interaction inference has the potential to become a valuable tool for microbial ecologists for the inference of ecological interactions.
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